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Pedestrian-friendly Design



What we’ll cover

1. New guidance and tools for 

creating safe street crossings

2. Recommendations on balancing 

form and function

3. Getting the biggest bang for 

limited bucks



Streets have many purposes, 

only one of which is moving cars.



To be closer together –

so we can maximize exchange

while minimizing travel

Why do we have cities?



To facilitate travel 

over longer distances

How have we built our 

transportation system?



If you want more pedestrians, design streets that

prioritize safety over capacity for cars.



Design a wide street poorly . . .

. . . and it’s intimidating.



Design a wide street well . . .

. . . and  it works.



A pedestrian scale street 

dedicates 40% or more of the 

right-of-way to pedestrians.



Transit is dependent

on safe and convenient

pedestrian access.



In the 18-county metro 

Atlanta region, 48% of 

all pedestrian crashes 

occurred within 300 

feet of a bus stop.
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In the 18-county metro 

Atlanta region, 25% of 

all pedestrian crashes 

occurred within 100 

feet of a bus stop.

Pedestrian crashes near bus stops 

(2005 - 2008)
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2009 MUTCD

What’s new for pedestrians?

New crosswalk signs

Guidance on marked crosswalks

HAWK signals

Rapid Flash Beacons



R10-15-L—Replaces right arrow with left arrow. 

4/15/2010 MUTCD Webinar: 

Replace yield symbol with stop symbol 

in states where law calls for stopping 

for pedestrians before turning on green.





2009 MUTCD: Guidance on Marked Crosswalks

New marked crosswalks alone, without other measures

designed to reduce traffic speeds, shorten crossing 

distances, enhance driver awareness of the crossing, and/or 

provide active warning of pedestrian presence, should not be 

installed across uncontrolled roadways where the speed 

limit exceeds 40 mph and the roadway has either: 

A. four or more lanes of travel without a raised median

or pedestrian refuge island and an ADT of 12,000

vehicles per day or greater; or 

B. four or more lanes of travel with a raised median or 

pedestrian refuge island and an ADT of 15,000

vehicles per day or greater. 



MUTCD Guidance on Crosswalks (2009)

In conjunction with signs and other measures,

crosswalk markings help to alert road users of 

a designated pedestrian crossing point across 

the roadway at locations that are not controlled 

by traffic control signals or STOP . . . signs.



•raised crossing islands

•curb extensions

•traffic signals or beacons

•signs

•roadway narrowing

•enhanced overhead lighting

•traffic calming measures

In most cases, marked crosswalks are best 

used in combination with other treatments: 

Shortcut to Show Desktop.lnk



GDOT has been 

removing crosswalks 

at all uncontrolled 

intersections when 

multi-lane roads are 

resurfaced.

Language in 2009 MUTCD suggests 
need for policy change



―The design question is, 

how can this task best 

be accomplished?‖

―Regardless of whether marked crosswalks are 

used, there remains the fundamental obligation 

to get pedestrians safely across the street. . . . 



Human Behavior

People will cross where it’s most convenient. 



People will cross where it’s most convenient. 

Human Behavior



Illumination!



Hybrid Pedestrian (HAWK) Beacons

2009 MUTCD: HAWK should not be installed at 

or within 100 feet of intersections.



City of Suwanee – HAWK Signal

Signals or other treatments should be considered 

where many young and/or elderly pedestrians cross.



Rectangular Rapid Flash LED Beacon

• Received interim approval to 2009 MUTCD 

with separate warrants for use

• Beacon is yellow, rectangular, and 

has a rapid ―wig wag‖ flash

• Must be pedestrian activated  

(pushbutton or passive)

• Cost: $10,000 per direction 

for each side of road.  



Following installation of rapid flash beacons and a median island, 

driver compliance increased from 20 percent to 80 percent.



Speed Matters

Pedestrian Survival Rate by Vehicle Speed



Raised medians and islands reduce pedestrian crashes: 

At marked crosswalks CRF = 46%

At unmarked crosswalks CRF = 39%



Islands, medians, refuges

Basic Principle:
Break up into two easier crossings of one-way streets…



Place cut-through at an angle.



Where a crosswalk alone is not enough, 

use multiple treatments

Signs

Refuge Island



Lighting

HAWK

Median

Advance Stop Bar

Signs

Where a crosswalk alone is not enough, 

use multiple treatments



On high volume, multi-lane roadways 

where crosswalks are inappropriate, 

use raised medians or median islands to reduce risk





Design a wide street poorly, and its intimidating



Design a wide street well,

and it works



Considerations when selecting 

sidewalk and crosswalk materials

 People who walk prefer eye level views 

over watching their feet

 Maintenance costs

 Accessibility for people with disabilities, 

pushing carts or strollers, or wearing heels

 Visibility



Overuse of 

pavers 

might create 

maintenance 

nightmare



Pavers are prone to failure

How much do you want to invest in maintenance?



Will matching pavers be available in 10 years?



Some jurisdictions make  abutting property owners 

responsible for repairing sidewalks.

Do property owners have the expertise, will, 

and resources to follow through?



Smooth paving materials are 

especially important on curb ramps



If you prefer building new sidewalks 

to investing in maintenance, choose 

materials that are easy to maintain.



Crosswalk Visibility



Crosswalk Visibility



Different Crosswalk Markings

Crosswalk Visibility



Some crosswalk markings do stand out



Some crosswalk markings don’t stand out



What the pedestrian sees



What the driver sees



Some crosswalk markings don’t stand out



Some crosswalk markings do stand out



―Staggered ladder‖ keeps markings
out of wheel tracks



―Staggered ladder‖ is more visible from afar



Textured crosswalks:

Theory – more visible. Reality?



Bird’s eye view not very realistic



Bird’s eye view not very realistic



What the pedestrian sees



What the driver sees



What the pedestrian 

sees



What the driver sees



What the pedestrian sees



What the driver sees



Textured brick complemented with stripes



Howard Street – striped crosswalks



Howard Street: textured crosswalks

Will this be visible at night?



Crosswalks built 

with bricks or 

pavers are

prone to failure



Stamped asphalt 

or concrete is 

also prone to 

failure.





Textured crosswalks are hard on wheelchair 

users, unless great care is used in construction



Concrete is all but invisible





Smooth area in middle good idea





Pedestrian perspective



Driver perspective



Raised crosswalk

A crossing + traffic calming

Add texture here 

for the blind



Add texture here for enhanced visibility 



This area should be textured

This area should be smooth



Paint enhances visibility



making metro Atlanta walkable,

step by step

Questions?

peds.org


